BTT Collaborates with Red Hat on Automated Migration Assessments for
SAP Landscapes
For immediate release, Lake Geneva, June 14 by Keith Felt – Business Transformation Today (BTT)
announced today that it has collaborated with Red Hat to develop an automated digital solution that
helps to provide intelligence around SAP systems migration decisions. Built using a BTT customized
dashboard and automated system assessment software from West Trax, the aim is to offer a migration
assessment that can significantly help to cut costs and time on an organization’s journey to SAP HANA
and S/4 HANA.
Combining the unique expertise of BTT, Red Hat, and West Trax, the solution uses progressive initiatives
to help enterprises increase competitive advantage in the digital economy.
The program is fueled by an executive-level dashboard, which is powered by a combination of BTT and
West Trax technologies and built on benchmarks from 1,640 actual SAP customer migration assessments
in 15 industries. Executives and managers can opt-in to dashboard subscriptions, use these benchmarks
to make decisions and prioritize assessment budgets. Additional intelligence is planned to be provided
via the dashboard based on upcoming focus groups, which will provide a pathway for these benchmarks
to evolve and refine based on real-world activities.
Dave Parker, Red Hat Global SAP Alliance Director said, “The intelligence delivered to organizations
through this solution can help them gain insights and knowledge that can provide, in turn, a starting
point for evolving their complex SAP operations. West Trax’s analysis combined with the expertise of
BTT helps to provide a roadmap for participating organizations that they can use to determine their next
strategic steps.”
Diana Bohr, CTO at West Trax, says “Red Hat experts worked with us in workshops at clients to
introduce the integrated rules engine. We conceived this innovation using the West Trax assessment
facts to generate advice around open technologies. Customers can gain a terrific A-To-Z migration
assessment solution when their system integrator participates.”
Publisher Rick Felt says “You can’t get this intelligence anywhere else. BTT is thrilled with its partnership
with West Trax. Their benchmarks are highest quality independent data with the SAP system maturity
model. Organizations who run SAP systems can use the dashboard “As Is” simulator and “What If”
configurator to help mitigate assessment risks and compare assessment results with measured industry
best practices.”
BTT will also initiate a number of other elements, including “Migration Assessment Central,” which will
debut as a unique problem-solving innovation digital Forum. Coverage is planned for hundreds of
thousands of SAP users across the globe.
BTT helps customers accelerate competitive advantage running on the SAP Digital Business Framework.
Today, BTT intelligence for management decisions includes a customized business challenges benchmark
dashboard for SAP SuccessFactors/CRM value realization. Finance transformation challenges will debut
in an SAP S/4HANA Finance benchmarks dashboard this June. Intelligence for Internet of Things - with
SAP Leonardo - is planned this Summer.
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For more information about BTT, contact Publisher Rick Felt by email rfelt@biztrantoday.com or call
262-215-3375.
Red Hat is a trademark or registered trademark of Red Hat, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and other
countries.
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